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II. DESCRIFgIOIT OF SEoEARCH CARRIED OUT

2.1. Scope of the problems investigated and their relevance
to fusion research

During the period covered by the Research. Project,
the following groups of physical processes have been
investigated:

a/ Ele&tron capture processes in low - and high -energy
collisions of multiply charged ions with atoms and
molecules /including single - and two - electron capture/.

b/ Excitation and ionization processes in low - and high -
- energy collisions of atoms with multiply charged ions.

c/ Ion - ion recombination and ion - pair formation pro-
cesses in slow collisions involving hydrogen and alkali
atom /ion/ partners.

d/ Ion /atom/ - solid surface collision processes.

The studies of inelastic collision processes involving
multiply charged ions /items a/ and ID// are directly re-
lated to the "impurity problem" in tokamak plasmas
/ionization equilibrium, radiation and particle losses,
etc»).the efficiency of neutral beam heating method /beam
penetration and energy deposition/, plasma diagnostics
and modelling.

The processes under items c/ and d/ are related to the
neutral beam production /processes in the ion sources/
and transport/ processes in the ion beam neutralizers/,
as well as to the plasma - wall interaction problem.



For :-;ost of the considered processes within the above

oroad classes, original approaches have been developed

and, in illus$3ting the theoretical results, atomic spe-

cies and collision energies of direct importance for the

fusion research have been chosen.

2.?.Dijeription of the processes investigated and the

theoretical methods used

1/ Single electron capture in atom - highly charged ion

collisions at low energies

The process

B 3 (4)

/A, B are any atoms, Z is the net ionic sharge/ has

been investigated using the concept of elecrron tu-

nnelling through barrier created between the atomic and

ionic potential wells during the adiabatic collision.

The transition probability per unit time is obtained in

analytical forin. The general dependences of the cross

section on the parameters of the problem /Z, collision

velocity V , initial state electron binding energy I ,

etc/ are obtained analytically. Cross section /6/ calcu-

lations for reaction /1/ are performed 1^6 for A = H,

U2, inert gas atom and B
2+ = fully /or highly/ stripped

ion in the energy region below loo keV /collision relo-

city(tf£ Z ' , in atomic units/. The scaling properties

of (T/with respect to Z and IQ/ are also investigated^»
6,

and the mosly populated final state level in reaction
/I/is determined .

¥ A supperscript hereafter refers to the p-^per from the

list of publications/Section 7/.



For the H + Z-*H++ /Z-I/ /Z=fully stripped ion/ reaction
n

a classical model has been analytically developed' for the

low and intermediate collision energies. Gross section c-alcu-
7

lations were performed' for: Z = S, lo, 14-, 18, 26, 36. Both

the tunnelling and classical models give results in good

agreement with the availble experimental data and theoreti-

cal relusts of more involved numeracial computations.

Iu the high energy region, the problem of electron capture
g

from the inner electronic shells has been studied within

the Born approximation. Suitable paramatrizatiocs tor the par-

tial and total cross sections and the collision energy were

established. Calculations for electron capture from the E -,

L -, and M - shells of Ar in collisions with multicharged

ions were performed for projectiles with Ẑ 50.

2. Two-electron capture in ion-atom low-energy collisions

Using the Landau-Herring method, the two-electron exchange

interaction in the asymmetrical diatomic systems has been

calculated asymptotically exactly. The result for the sy-

metrical case is obtained as a special case. On the basis

of this result the cross section for the two-electron cha-
O O /i

rge exchange reactions He + + He-^He + He+ and C + He -?
C + + He "*" were calculated . Good agreement with the exi-
sting experimental data was obtained. The two-electron ca-
pture in atom-multicharged ion slow collisions has also
been treated within the tunnelling and classical absorption
model . Approximate relations between the single-electron
and two-electron capture cross sections have been obtained ,
in satisfactory agreement with the experimental data.

3- Excitation of atoms in collisions with multiply
charged ions

The single-electron excitation process of atoms colliding
with multiply Charged ions has been considered using the
atomic-stnte-b^sed close-coupling method rod the dipole

6..



approximation for the ion-atom interaction °. The corre-
sponding close-coupled equations for ns-*n'p transitions
have been solved appr-oximateby by the Veinshtein-Fresnya-
kov~3obelman method and the excitation cross section is
calculated analytically /expressed in term of an integral/.
Scaling relationships for the excitation cross section
have been ruled aut ° in low, intermediate and high ene-

rgy regions. Gross section calculation-" have been performed
for Z-l-32 /in the energy range from lo-looo keY/amu.

4-, Impact ionization of atoms by multiply charged ions

Introducing the concept of an effective oscillator strength
for single electron transitions into the continuum,the im-
pact ionization of atoms by multicharged ions has been con-
sidered ° within the two-and three-state close - coupling
method and the dipole approximation for the ion-atom intera-
ction. Expressions for the cross section are obtained in
closed form,valid for the low, intermediate and high energy.
Sross sections cr»lsulations have been performed for H AS/ +

1 "* 1 *"*

+ Z-̂ H+ + Z + e and He /IsY + Z-»He+ + e ' ionization
reactions /with Z = 1-32/ in the energy region form Io keV/anm
to several KeV/amu.
A second order quantum theory for the ionizqtion process in

4.
the high energy ion-atom collisions has been deveoped 9
based on the continum intermediate state method. Gross sec-

i<
tion calculations have been performed for the H /Is/ + p

«I T-I

and H /Is/ + He ionizing collisions in the energy region
above 5o keV, showing a good agreement with the experimental
dsta.

Fon-relativistic bound-free transition form factors have
been calculated analytically for the hydrogen atom



5. loa-ion recombination and ion-p^ir formation

Gross section and reaction rate coefficients h?.ve been

calculated in the low energy region /$lo keV/ for the

processes H"+ M"̂ >H + M » where K denotes an alkali

metal atom. The multi curve-srossing Landau-Zensr the-

ory has been used with improvEert which accounts for

the correct R-dependerce of the con 'ling- matrix elements

and the finitness of the nonidabatic transition zones.

The cross section for the Gs + D-*Gs+ + D~ reaction is co-

mpared with the experimental data /E= o,5 to Io keT/,

shoving a satisfactory agreement with the experimental

data.

6. Resonant processes in ion /atom/ low energy

collisions with partially covered solid surfaces

The processes of resonant ionization of atoms and reso-

nant neutralization of ions slowly colliding / 2ga

few KeVs/ with metal surfaces covered by an atonic sub-
1°raorolayer have been considered . The corresponding

electron transition probabilities are calculated by using

a non-perturbative approach to the problem and represer»»

ting the surface ad-atoms by finite dipoles. The influe

nce of the surface sub-mono! ayer on the probability of

considered processes is investigated. It is demonstra-

ted that the survival probability of hydrogen nega-

tive ions emerging from a 3s-coated tungsten surface,

is by factor of about ̂ 09 greater than the corresponding

probability in the cas£ of a clean surface.



7. Auger de - excitation of m et äst able atoms on
metal surfaces

A new, nonperturbative approach for the process of
Auger de-excitation of metastable atD^s, slowly colliding

in
with a metal surface, is developed . The applied method
is analogous to the one used in the problem of Penning
ionization in atom-excited atom collisions. The developped
theory is applied to the de - excitation collisions of
He / 23S/ and He+ /n/ with the Ko /loo/ surface.

III.R3SULTS OBTAINED

The results obtained within the Research Project are
partially mentioned in the preceding Section. The resu-
lts of the research, are included in 2o publications
/15 published and 5 in the course of publication/.
Among these, 5 articles^Refs: 5, 14, If, 18, 2o/ have a
review character. We shall now summarize the ir.ort impor-
tant resulsts of our investigations:

a/ Theorectical models /or methods/ have been developed
for the charge exchange » * '» , excitation ° and

A IQ

ionization ' processes in a^om-highly sh^rged ion co
llisions at both low and high collision energies.
Concrete cross section calculations for reactions of di-
rect relevance to the controlled thermonuclear research
have been performed '̂  * , using the developed
theories. Some scaling laws h;.v been established for
the considered processes.

b/ Ion-ion recombination and ion-pair formation proce-
sses in hydrogen- alkali diatomic systems have been cre-

p
ated /cross section and reaction rate calculations/ •

A.



e/ A theoretical model for the atomic collision resonant
12

processes on a covered surface has been developed ,

and applied in calculations of the survival probability

of hydrogen negative ions, emerging from i-coated W and
•I -9 ' S

TTi surfaces ?.

d/ A theoretical approach for Aup;er de-excitation of meta-

stsble atoms, slowly colliding; with solid surfaces, has

be^n developed and applied He / 2 ̂  §/ and He+ /n/ colli-

sions with Mo /ItO/ surface 1^*

e/ A number of reviev articles ins been written OE the pro-
5 14 15,18

cesses investigated within this Heserch Project ^* ' ,

IV 0(FCLUS IQHS

A good piece of work has been done in the fr?.me

of the Research Project TTo 2ô 3/HB. The processes inves-

tigated are of great importance for the magnetic fusion

research from the point of view of both plasma heating

and cooling, and plasma diagnostics and rooäelling. Of

particular importance in t-iis context are the results obtained

within the Project which nertain to the collision proce-

sses of multiply charged ions with atoms. The established

scaling laws for the low energy charge exchange and for

the impact excitation and ionization in various energy

regions hgve a great impact to the plasma modelling work

energy balance estimates, neutral beam heating, etc.

The efficiency of the "plasma-surface sources" for negative

hydrogen ion production is now explained by the high survival

probability of n gstive hydrogen ions, emerging from Cs-co-

ated surfaces /a factor of loo with respect to the case of

clean surfaces/.



O

The future theoretical investigations along the line of

research covered by the present Project should, in our

opinion, include:

a/ Establishing of Z-scaling laws for the charge exchange

cross section in the intermediate collision velocity

region /V ~ Z 1^ a.u../

b/ Investigation of the question whether a given scaling

law for the chsp.ge exchange or ionization process will

remain valid for very large values of Z/still within

the non-relativistic region/.

c/ Derivation of analytical expressions for the distribu-

tion of captured electrons over the /n, •£/ final state

quantum numbers.

d/ Precise multistate close-coupling cross section calcu-

lations for some particular reactions / of charge ex-

change or ionization type / needed for plasma diagnostics,

e/ Investigation of collision processes of highly charged

ions with solid surfaces.

During the work on the present Project we got a feeling

that organization of a coordinated international research

programme on a specific group of collision processes rele-

vant to fusijn re-search would b" :>n efficient way to meet

the urp-ent requirements imposed on the atomic physics

work by the fusion research.
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5. Scientific Backgroung and Scope of Project:

The investigation of atomic collision processes has a great

impact to the present-day controlled thermonuclear fusion rese-

arch /energy balance, particle transport, plasma heating and

cooling, plasma modelling and diagnostics, neutral beam hea-

ting, etc/. Within the Research Project No 2o4-3/8B and its

two renewals the following processes have been studied:

a/ Single anddouble charge exchange in low, medium and high

energy collisions of atoms with multiply charged ions;

b/ Excitation and ionization processes in low, medium and

high energy collisions between multiply charged ions and
atoms;



c/ Ion-ion recombination and ion-pair formation collision

processes between hydrogen and alkali atoms /ions/;

d/ Resonant and Auger processes in slow collisions of

atomic particles with solid surfaces /including

surfaces covered by a sub-monoatomic layer/.

Processes a/ and b/ are important for the "impurity problem"

of magnetically confined tokamak plasmas, whereas processes

c/ and d/ for the production and transport of intense neutral

beams for plasma heating.

6. Methods used in the investigations

For most of the processes investigated, original theoretical

methods and approaches have been developed. This includes:

an electron tunnelling model for single electron capture in

atom-highly sharged ion low energy collisions, a classical mo-

del for the same process at intermediate energies, an analy-
tical and three-stite close-coupling dipole approximation for

the excitation and ionization processes in atom-highly char-

ged ion collisions, a second order non-perturbative method

for impact ionization, an asymptotic method for the two ele-

ctron capture process, a non-pertirbative method for charge

transfer atom /ion/-surface collision processes, etc.

7. Results obtained

Appart from the development of above mentioned methods for

studying the collision processes which are of interest to the

controlled thermonuclear fusion research, probability, cross

section and reaction rates data have been produced for a large

number of concrete reactions.

A.



The reactants and the energy ranges for which these data
are produced have a direct relevance to the magnetic fusi-
on research and nay be /and already are/ used in plasma
modelling calculations, plasma-wall interaction studies,
neutral beam penetration and beam energy deposition, etc.
Of special importance for the fusion studies are the cross
section scaling laws which haYe been established for most
of the processes investigated.

The results obtained are published in 2o publications,
5 of which are invited review articles or lectures at in-
ternational scientific meetings.

8. Conslusions

The work performed within the present Project has yealded
important information on the collision processes considered,
both from pure scientific point of view and from point of
view of its practical application in the controlled fusion
research. During the research within this Project, the most
important next steps of investigation of these processes
are identified. It is felt that an international coordina-
tion of the research in this field would be very useful for
more efficient production of atomic and molecular data^requi-
red in the fusion research.
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